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Ergonomic Keyboard Delux GM902PRO

Delux GM902PRO BT+2.4G ergonomic keyboard
The  Delux  GM902PRO ergonomic  keyboard  is  designed  for  people  who  spend  a  lot  of  time  at  the  computer.  It  has  been  designed  to
provide maximum comfort. The keyboard features scissor-switched keys and is extremely durable. You can connect it to your computer
wirelessly - via Bluetooth or 2.4G. Also noteworthy is the soft backlighting with adjustable brightness, which gives it a unique character. 
 
Reliable switches
Enjoy unparalleled comfort while working at your computer. The keyboard features scissor switches that respond quickly to each press
and operate exceptionally quietly. Not only do they provide reliable performance, but they also provide the comfort you dream of!
 
Ergonomic design
Delux  proves  that  working  at  the  computer  can  be  more  comfortable.  Thanks  to  its  ergonomic  design  and  built-in  support  in
pleasant-to-touch synthetic leather, the GM902PRO keyboard takes the strain off your wrists - forget pain and fatigue! What's more, the
device's keys feel pleasant to the touch and yield easily to your fingers, making work even easier.
 
Reliable wireless connection
You can connect the GM902PRO to the device of your choice in 2 ways - via Bluetooth 5.0 or in the 2.4G band. Thanks to the solutions
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used, it provides fast, stable and reliable signal transmission. What's more, you can pair it with up to 3 devices at the same time, and the
dedicated keys allow you to switch between them freely! 
 
Useful function keys
Now you can make your work even easier. The keyboard has been equipped with practical function keys that make it even easier to use.
For example, you can use them to switch between windows, adjust the brightness, manage your music player or take screenshots.
 
With attention to detail
Do  you  often  spend  the  evening  in  front  of  the  computer?  A  backlit  keyboard  will  be  a  great  choice!  The  GM902PRO  features  LED
backlighting,  which  not  only  adds  to  its  character,  but  will  also  improve  your  visibility  after  dark.  You  can  conveniently  adjust  its
brightness in 4 levels - just press the right key! 
 
Included
keyboard
USB-C
Nano USB receiver
user manual
	Manufacturer
	Delux
	Model
	GM902PRO
	Colour
	Black
	Connection	
	Wireless
	Interface	
	2.4G / Bluetooth 5.0 / Bluetooth 5.0
	Switches	
	Scissors
	Backlighting	
	Yes - white
	Compatibility
	Windows 8 / 10 / 11, MacOS, Android, iOS
	Other	
	Function keys, possibility to pair 3 devices at the same time, built-in palm rest

Price:

€ 57.99

Gaming, Keyboards
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